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Tell-Lie-Vision

Stephen Clark

Telling lies to yo’ vision
Spreading propaganda,
Lying to lil’ children,
Brainwashing the youth,
Robbing them of their ambition
Feeding us bullshit,
From the mouth of politicians.

Tell-Lie-Vision
I really hope you never listen,
They confuse you, deceive you,
What’s fact, what’s fiction?
Brain-dead couch potatoes,
They don’t have their own opinions,
Their life is passing them by,
But they never knew they ever missed it.

Tell-Lie-Vision
Those who watch, never live,
They always show reality shows,
But the reality is, it isn’t real.
The Tell-lie-Vision always has
Brand new lies to give.
Parents are never there,
So the Tell-Lie-Vision, raises ya’ kids.

Tell-Lie-Vision
The window of the media,
Their tool of control,
Misguiding ya’, misleading ya’
Creating stereotypes,
Perpetuating mythologies
Leading people to a land,
Of false Ideologies.
Tell-Lie-Vision
They say the revolution,
Will not be televised,
But the people are still watching,
The Tell-Lie-Vision,
Tell its lies.